Optimistic Readers

During this school year on Team Optimism, your goal is to be reading, reading, reading! Your goal for the year is to read 40 books of your choice. We will be competing among the homerooms to see which one will read the most books this year. Remember, you should always be carrying at least one book with you at all times.

Expectations of Optimistic Readers:

- Always have an independent reading book
- Reading time is for reading
- Reading time is quiet time
- Keep your reading log up-to-date in your IR folder
- When you finish a book have your language arts teacher sign off on your BINGO card

The Rights of the Optimistic Reader:

1. The right to lose yourself in a book
2. The right to read the same book again
3. The right to not finish
4. The right to reread
5. The right to read anything
6. The right to skip pages
7. The right to give a book a chance

Rewards of meeting your goal:

- The love of books
- Enjoying reading
- End of marking period one: 5 finished books = reward
- End of the year 40 finished books = reward
- BINGO card = reward

*Any book over 350 pages = 2 books